All content found using the FCPS *Learn360* subscription is approved for instructional use in FCPS classrooms.

**Login to Blackboard**

Select: eCART

**Select: eCART Resource Search**

**Select: External Resources**

Select: Learn360 (68936)

Use the search box to search for content within Learn360.
When you find a video that you want to use for instruction you can link to, embed or email a video link as needed.

The **Add to** option will allow you to organize videos that you want to revisit into folders – but you must have an account to do so.

Accounts can be requested through the ITFast team

**IF YOU THINK YOU MIGHT ALREADY HAVE AN ACCOUNT:**

Username = your FCPS email

Password = something you created (If needed, use the “Forgot My Password” feature)

**Of note:** Learn360 has a citation tool that provides ready-made citations for all resources (and it will export the citation to Noodletools which is the online citation tool supported by the library).